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www.tariffsaretaxes.org

TARIFFS ARE TAXES

The federal government's tariffs on steel and aluminum will have ripple effects across the U.S. supply chain and the entire American economy. These tariffs will affect every single American.

Tariffs are taxes, which will raise prices and cost jobs.
US steel suppliers and customers confront the uncertainty created by Trump’s tariffs

GETTING OUR MESSAGE OUT NATIONALLY

Welders, Axle Makers and Others Fear Soaring Costs From Trump Steel Tariffs

Smaller manufacturers at heart of supply chain, known as ‘metal benders,’ rely on steel and aluminum as main elements

Remembering The Impact Of Bush’s Short-Lived Steel Tariffs

How US small businesses can navigate the trade wars

US steel suppliers and customers confront the uncertainty created by Trump’s tariffs
Tennessee manufacturers urge Trump to rescind steel tariffs

Trump tariffs: Wisconsin manufacturers hit by trade policies discuss plight with Ron Johnson

In York County, reality of tariffs sets in
In some cases, midstate businesses increase customer costs in response to retaliatory tariff
COMPANIES SPEAK OUT

The Washington Post

Business

This Ohio factory thought it could bring U.S. jobs back from China. Then Trump got involved.

The Trump administration’s tariffs on imported steel and aluminum are hitting close to home at a metal stamping plant in Cleveland.
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